
DS-200A automatic snack food sunflower plastic bag sealing packaging machine low price with date
printing

Producer a description
 

Dession sweetheart, The packing machine is applicable for packing loose round
granules in the pharmaceutical, food, chemical and other industries, such as
puffed granules, peanuts, watermelon seeds, rice, seeds, pepper, corn, popcorn,
sugar, salt, biscuits and other granular solids packaging.
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Touch control screen
 

Machine characteristics
Imported PLC Full computer control system, color touch screen, easy1.
to operate, intuitive and efficient.
Servo film transfer system, Imported color code sensor, accurate2.
positioning, Excellent overall performance and beautiful packaging.
A variety of Automatic alarm protection functions to reduce loss.3.
I can achieve flat cut, engrave cut, and join cut by changing tools;4.



Easy process with soft bags. 
Bag-making equipment can be changed according to customer5.
requirements and specific products.
Optional English or other language display screen. Easy and simple6.
operation. Both Packaging speed and bag length can be set in one
click.
All machines have CE certification and ROSH certification.7.

 

Our advantages:
 

Dession has a professional team to provide customers with various
packaging solutions. 
Engineers fully understand customers' needs and design the most
suitable solution. 
We have our own processing and assembly workshop, quality inspection
and debugging process to ensure the quality of the machine. 
After the customer accepts it, it is packed in international standard
wooden cases and shipped. 
If customers have any questions while using the machine, we will answer
them quickly.

 





 

View the certificate
 

Dession strictly implements the international quality management
system, measurement and testing system, standardized production
system, leading products through the European Union CE, ROHS, SGS
and other certifications, owns more than 20 approved intellectual
property rights and passed ISO 9001 certification annually.

 



 

packing and shipping
 









 

Send us your requirements below for a free technical
proposal now!
 


